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Abstract

Design has been greatly impacted by the series of tools we have access to today, the ability to effectively
use these tools sets designers apart and is a product of well-crafted design interfaces. With our various
manifestations of design and collaboration, it is important to identify similarities in the ways in which we
work and create systems we can easily share. The current similarities between various architecture or coding
software’s have make it easier for people to transfer their work between platforms like Rhino to Twin Motion
or Python to Arduino. The repetition found in the way we design has revealed key relationships that can now
be readily utilized through softwares. Different programs provide us with different products, but the increasing
similarities in how the programs can be used is what makes them successful in the midst of all others. Many
companies work tirelessly to make their software more accessible and usable with other existing platforms.
The gaming and Virtual reality companies are some of many that are looking for ways to bring more physical
interactions into the digital world, this is a revolutionary move that will surely add more dimension to design
and how it is experienced.
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How are Interfaces Shaping Design?

ARCH 3702 - Visual Imaging in Electron Age
ARCH 7113 - Design C: Topic Studio: Virtual Places Option Studio II

Interfaces are today’s portals to the world; they allow people to keep up with and contribute to the evolving
world around us. They mediate and translate between the physical and the non-physical aspects of life. As
cultures continue to merge, professions are also converging to the point where it is becoming less likely for a
person to stay within a single vocation throughout the course of their life. As machines are starting to take over
more elementary tasks, it’s beginning to seem like all that is truly left is design and scientific discoveries. If we
are all to remain relevant, we need to become not just designers, but designers with different manifestations
of design, be it sound, space, visuals or more. Becoming a designer requires having not just adequate
knowledge, but also the right tools. There are many design tools out there and many more emerge each day.
Various design interfaces are making it increasingly similar, which makes it easier for people to pick up new
skills. For instance, an architect being able to pick up game design in Epic Game’s Unreal Engine because the
architectural design tools they are used to, like rhino grasshopper, has a similar interface to the Unreal C+
interface. With past experience with grasshopper I, for one, found it quite straightforward to adapt to Unreal’s
C+ interface. The fall’s ARCH 3702(Visual Imaging in the Electronic Age) course was my first introduction to
Unreal, in which I was able to work collaboratively with both Architecture and Computer Science students
to design and share a well fleshed out virtual experience that included creating our own interactions and
animations through C+ code. I was able to then further my understanding of the software in the spring’s ARCH
7113(Design C: Topic Studio: Virtual Places Option Studio II) Studio, where with other Architecture students,
we were able to use Virtual Reality coding to better understand the Urban project we were designing as well
as simulate how the space would be inhabited, experienced and lite.

ARCH 7111 - Rhino Grasshopper Interface
-Ayomi Akinlawon

ARCH 7113 - Epic Game’s Unreal Engine C+ Interface
-Ayomi Akinlawon

How does Repetition Aid Design?
The processes and approaches of design are as similar as they are different for various people. Design, at
some level, comes down to repetitions which are derived from existing relationships between our design
approaches. Depending on the goal, our components of repetition may vary. However, most instances of
design do not involve a brand-new variable for repetition, so we identify the relationships between our various
design approaches and put those repeating actions into a medium such as a software algorithm where it
can be easily utilized. Design tools are a manifestation of our behavioral desire to design with recognizable,
repeatable parameters. Design is a way to create new and unique situations, but we are somehow unable
to depart from the common, existing, repeating elements that a familiar to us. If we were to talk to an
expert about the way the brain works, they may say that the brain has the tendency to complete things.
They may also explain that the way it does this is by taking the existing parts and duplicating it in a way that
symmetrically or logically completes the whole, this process is known as reification.
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Reification: is the process by which the brain tends to construct or generate the image from bits of pieces.
Source - https://jakobbrockmans.wordpress.com/2015/06/21/1/
-Jacob Brockmans

ARCH 3702 - Visual Imaging in Electron Age
CS 1110 - Intro Computing Using Python
ARCH 6509 - Spec Top Vis Rep II (Robots, Cyborgs and Architecture)
DEA 5210 - Interaction Design Studio

Why is Coding Part of Design?

Software design interfaces across multiple professions are beginning to look more and more alike. It is
probably very likely that we continue to see more and more of this convergence which can ultimately present
designers with more abilities to translate their designs form one medium to another. For example, a sound
designer may then be able to transfer the acoustical logic of a piece of music to a more spatial manifestation.
By discovering the core sets of repeated actions that is true for most people, we can tap into the shared
behaviors we all design for ourselves. Every output or situation is simply a set of repeated actions that can
be designed, redesigned and shared. The key to designers staying connected to other mediums of design and
other professions to better be able to collaborate is for us to isolate the behavioral dispositions we, first as
people and then as designers, all possess and to create a language. Because a lot of our production processes
as designers have become digital, this creates another commonality between fields, the language of coding.
With the growth in knowledge of coding within the general public, there is an even greater increase in the
convergence of design fields. Within the world of coding software, there are multiple variations: Python,
Java, Arduino, Processing, MATLAB. Although they share various similarities, they provide a range of options
and flexibility to the design process as most pieces of code can be translated from one software to another.
For instance, in both the ARCH 6509 (Robots, Cyborgs and Architecture) taken in the fall and the DEA 5210
(Interaction Design Studio) taken in the spring, we used Arduino’s to code and build mechanical and electrical
projects. The codes where mainly written in the Arduino software, but we were also able to use Python
or Atom to write the same script in a slightly different variation of the coding language. To be able to take
advantage of different tools, time does have to be spent in learning the other tools, but with the growing
similarities between them, that transition is made easier. It is incredibly powerful to know how to achieve
similar results in different ways because it allows us to fine toon our process.

ARCH 6509 - Arduino Interface
-Ayomi Akinlawon

CS 1110 - Atom Interface with Python Code
-Ayomi Akinlawon
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What are the Benefits of Softwares Having Similar Interfaces ?

PMA 2800 - Introduction To Acting
DEA 5210 - Interaction Design Studio

The identification and laying out of commonly repeated behaviors create a space where we can begin
reshaping our reality. We need our mediums of representation to have strong relationships that make it easier
for us to switch and work between them, this could lead us to a place where we never truly have one piece
of sensory information without other sensory information. All of this is to not reduce but rather increase the
variety of information we have. In the PMA 3680 (Sound Design) course, I found myself working on projects
in ProTools with various audio file only to later in the day have to work in Adobe After Effects for another
project in the DEA 5210 (Interaction Design Studio) course that not only involved audio but also video. The
ability to take my understanding of audio from ProTools and do similar automations in After Effects was very
useful. With the increasing ability to bring knowledge from one interface to another and not have to start
from scratch, people have more opportunity to try their hand at designing outside of their field’s medium,
opportunities and varieties arise. Firms and studios should not feel frightened about adapting their workflow
to a new software because of the learning curve but rather trust that new software’s would have a similar
enough interface to where they can easily get accustomed.

PMA 3680 - ProTools Interface
-Ayomi Akinlawon

Why is working with the body important?

DEA 5210 - Adobe After Effect Interface
-Ayomi Akinlawon

PMA 2800 - Introduction To Acting
ARCH 7112 - Design B: Topic Studio: Rational Form Making

People learn by doing, and because of this there are things about movement and inhabiting the body that
makes it easier for us to remember and understand information. This is something people inherently know,
but in the PMA 2800 (Introduction to Acting) course, I was reminded of how much of an impact the body
has on our memory. When told to do certain actions on the first day of class where we had to remember
everyone’s names as we called it with a physical action or pose attached to it. Likewise, the fall semester’s
ARCH 7112 (Design B: Topic Studio: Rational Form Making) studio was packed with so much model making
that understanding structural systems we were researching became much easier. Instead of trying to explain
to people what designers do, why not have them try it out themselves. With the way Virtual reality or games
like Nintendo’s Wii sports force us to interact with digital space, the mind is more stimulated to learn and
adapt. This is why the gaming industry is particularly successful, especially with the release of epic game’s
engine UE4, which is completely free for everyone. Unreal is able to saturate the quantity and variety of
games that are released from everyday people. Games have also been one of humanity’s most used ways
of understanding and explaining the mysteries of the world to each other. Many still see modern games as
childish and not useful to society, but if you think about the opportunities of modern games, one may begin to
see its value. In training our doctors for surgery, our soldiers for war, our pilots for flight, our children for life,
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we employ simulations. Simulations are basically games that prepare you for the real world. In fact, all games
are simulations, some simply have higher probabilities of occurring than others, but they prepare us anyway.
The current accuracy of a game’s translation to real life situations is questionable, but there was a time that
walking on the moon would have simply sounded like a cool kids’ game. Today’s technology getting better
means the accuracy of simulating possibilities only gets better.

ARCH 7112 - Project Structural System Model
-Ayomi Akinlawon

ARCH 7112 - Understanding Structure Through Building Models
-Ayomi Akinlawon

Why Do Games Aid Learning?

ARCH 3702 - Visual Imaging in Electron Age

Again, games are an asset, even for the people who don’t need to practice an emergency landing of a plane
in the middle of a lightning storm. It helps us tell stories, activates our minds, or bodies and this help us
understand each other. The complexity of a games can begin to instill a sense of appreciation for those around
us and what they do. It can also share basic information that helps people stay informed about the process and
order in which things are done. We see more and more games about furniture design that help people take
control of their homes, gardening games that help understand plant cycles, fabrication games that show parts
of a car and how it comes together. If we want a more environmentally friendly world then people need to
know, and the process of knowing needs to be fun. The human attention span has significantly reduced, if we
want people to learn, we have to make it fun. We need to understand why people will watch two hundred cat
videos but not one scientific documentary. What are the differences in the way both types of information are
conveyed? Colors, music, narration, and duration are all design tools as well.

ARCH 3702 - Epic Game’s Unreal Engine Virtual Reality Project
-Ayomi Akinlawon

ARCH 7113 - Epic Game’s Twin Motion Project
-Ayomi Akinlawon
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How Does Design Change our Reality?
Karl Popper once said, “Science is the study of the word as it is, design is the study of the world as it ought to
be”. The more we know about our world the more we want to make sense of it, science plays an indispensable
role of revealing all the tools in our arsenal, design is tasked with putting these tools to use. We constantly live
within this loop of science aiding design and design supporting further discovery. But what does it mean to
work with facts rather than to design our own facts? Science has the power to reveal facts about the world,
but design has the power to create new facts. Fact is, the world has always been round, plot twist, cars have
not always existed, but it is a fact that they do exist now. Our treatment of information differs when we see it
as a fact versus when we don’t, technological and scientific breakthroughs remind us that things that where
unreal yesterday can become very real today.

Do Tools Empower Society or are we at the Mercy of Those Who Make Them?
The power that tools have in shaping the way we live is quite significant, we have become so use to some
devices that we no longer realize how it dictates to us how we live. Many people are at the mercy of other’s
inventions because of the way they now depend on it. By giving people tools and the understanding of those
tools, we give them control, we empower society to make better choices and live better designed lives. Many
can no longer imagine life without certain tools like phones and Wi-Fi because they have made so many things
easier and more accessible. We also see an increase in the younger generation taking initiative to create
impactful designs that have led to the creation of tools like Facebook, online platforms, apps which have
instantly spread around the world and create more opportunities. The partnership between knowledge and
tools that can be gotten almost completely free online has been indispensable. Students in particular benefit
with the student discounts and privileges that they receive, although many adults are limited by the time it
takes to learn and use such tools if they have radically different interfaces than what they are used to.

What is Architecture’s Role in The Unbuilt World of a Digital age?

ARCH 3702 - Visual Imaging in Electron Age
ARCH 7113 - Design C: Topic Studio: Virtual Places Option Studio II

With how important design is, the way in which we represent designs are just as important, this is also true of
the representation of scientific information. The representation of an idea can greatly affect the understanding,
use, and social impact of the design. Because we mostly communicate to other humans, representation
depends heavily on sensory information. We have been tackling the digital opportunities of sight and sound
with the creation of the screen, speaker and microphone, but we still have taste, touch and smell to address.
These are also possible design tools that if mastered, could unleash so many more opportunities. And where
does virtual reality play into this? We cannot ignore the direction in which the world is moving. If the job of
the media and the entertainment industry is to get people mentally ready and accepting of changes in society,
then a design’s job is to aid the physical adaptation to these changes. Virtual reality is a very powerful tool with
much more potential to be discovered. What makes it so powerful is its ability to deeply immense the mind in
a space that although may never be physical, suggest possibilities that are desired by people. It’s different than
just looking at a screen as it can provide opportunities for interact with surrounding elements. It also releases
many constraints that designers have had to tackle when creating for the physical world. Instead, designers can
focus on the experience, spatial and sensory qualities rather than the gravity related issues that guide them.
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What is the Role of Representation in Affecting Behavior and Responses?

ARCH 6301 - Arch Territories of Investigation

Representation is how we sell our months or even years of work, it can help us digest some pretty sensitive
information and in all is quite powerful. No matter how good something seems, if the target audience doesn’t
understand or appreciate it, then it runs the risk of failure. There are various inventions, such as charts and
graphs, that purely serve as ways to sell information. If popular medias like Advertisements, news, shows and
demonstrations are showing virtual reality and its integration into society, this will make it easier for people to
accept when it eventually becomes more common. How things are represented affect our response to them.
It affects whether things seem believable, useful, relevant, respectable, biased or not. Some wonder why a
painter needs to learn photography. Nowadays the reason is obvious, a bad picture can ruin a spectacular
work of art. Why else do successful companies such as Apple spend millions on advertisements? Everything
represents a brand and today each individual can also be considered a brand, and we need tools to design
these brands. With many software already being increasingly similar, further convergence in the design of their
interfaces will make them more usable and impactful.

DEA 5210 - Interactive Box project done with Arduino
-Ayomi Akinlawon

ARCH 7111 - Urban project Video done with After Effects
-Ayomi Akinlawon

ARCH 7112- Studio Project done in Rhino
-Ayomi Akinlawon

ARCH 6509 - Robotics Project Using Model Making as a Learning Tool
-Ayomi Akinlawon
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